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Chapter 1511

Looking at the familiar face from the past, Lu Chen took a deep breath and said coldly:

“Li Qingyao, it’s not that I’m stubborn, but that you are too self-righteous. Why do you

think that everything is my fault? How do you think that everything is my fault?” Why do

you think I can’t afford to offend these people?”

“Now that things have happened, do you still want to quibble?”

Li Qingyao frowned and said, “I asked you clearly just now. It’s clearly your fault. Don’t

think that you can be tyrannical in Yanjing just by relying on someone’s support. There

are hidden dragons and crouching tigers here, and it is definitely not a place where you

can run wild!”

“Forget it, I don’t want to talk nonsense to you. You can think whatever you want.” Lu

Chen shook his head, too lazy to argue.

It was like this before the amnesia, and it remained the same after the amnesia. He really

couldn’t complain.

“Lu Chen! What’s your attitude? I tried my best to persuade you, but you just didn’t

listen. Will you really regret it when disaster strikes?” Li Qingyao said in a lecturing tone.

She is kind enough, giving every opportunity, hoping that the people in front of her can

find their way back.

Unfortunately, little effect was achieved.



“Yin Yin, detoxify the poison and let them leave. Don’t affect our business.” Lu Chen

was a little impatient and really didn’t want to get entangled.

Every time he meets Li Qingyao, he always gets very depressed. Are they really

incompatible?

“Okay, I’ve had enough fun, I’ll let you go for now.”

Huang Yinyin smiled slightly, then waved her hand gently, and a cloud of smoke poured

into Mu Anxiang’s nostrils.

Mu Anxiang, who had just been wailing in pain, was quickly relieved.

But at this moment, he looked extremely embarrassed.

His hair was disheveled, his body was soaked, his mouth and nose were bleeding, and he

was no longer the same demeanor as before.

“Damn it! How dare you poison me? You…”

Mu Anxiang’s eyes were split open and he was filled with resentment. When he was

about to say something threatening, Li Qingyao raised his hand to stop him: “Okay, don’t

intensify the conflict, or you may be poisoned again.”

Hearing this, Mu Anxiang gritted his teeth and finally held back.

Although he is a warrior, he is still very wary of meeting such a master of poison.

The most important thing is that he can’t resist Huang Yinyin’s poison. There is really no

point in speaking harshly at this time. On the contrary, it will easily make these people

jump over the wall.



Of course, he would never let go of today’s revenge.

“What about me? Where’s my antidote?”

Tan Hong pointed at herself and asked again and again.

“Don’t be nervous. You won’t die for the time being. Why prevent you from taking

revenge? I will send someone to deliver your antidote to you in three days.” Huang

Yinyin said.

“What? Wait another three days? What if I can’t stand it anymore?” Tan Hong panicked.

“If you can’t stand it, you’re out of luck.” Huang Yinyin said solemnly.

“You——!” Tan Hong was furious for a moment, but did not dare to anger Huang

Yinyin. She could only look at Li Qingyao and asked for help: “Cousin, what should I

do? My poison has not been cured yet.”

“I believe she won’t dare to act recklessly, let’s just wait another three days.” Li Qingyao

said flatly.

“Ah?” Tan Hong’s face froze and she almost cried.

When she thought about the deadly poison lurking in her body at all times, her calves felt

weak.

There are still three days left, this is simply torture!

“Lu Chen, I don’t care about today’s matter with you, but please don’t hit a stone with a

pebble in the future!”

After coldly dropping a word, Li Qingyao turned and left.



“Today’s business is not over yet, let’s wait and see!”

Mu Anxiang glanced at Lu Chen and Huang Yinyin resentfully, and then left with a group

of people.

Chapter 1512

“Little handsome guy, we seem to have a big deal.”

Looking at the people leaving, Yin Tao looked worried: “It’s okay for the Feng family

and the Wang family. With the support of Mr. Tang, we can still deal with it, but Prince

Mu’s Mansion is not easy to offend, whether it is Li Qingyao or Mu Anxiang. They are

not people we can offend.”

In fact, she is not too worried about Li Qingyao. He has a good reputation and always

does what he says, so this matter should not matter.

But Mu Anxiang is different. The other party has a very bad reputation in the shopping

mall. He has a reputation for being unyielding and will resort to all possible means if he

fails to achieve his goal.

Offending such a powerful villain is undoubtedly a big trouble.

“Don’t worry, Miss Yin. We are the cause of the trouble. If they want to cause trouble,

they will definitely come after us and will not affect the company.” Lu Chen said.

“Little handsome boy, I’m not afraid of being implicated. What I mean is that you should

go outside to avoid the limelight to avoid retaliation.” Yin Tao advised.



“I can hide for a while, but I can’t hide for a lifetime. Escape is not the solution to the

problem. Besides, I am not afraid of any revenge.”

Lu Chen said calmly: “If they just let it go, they can still live in peace. If they have to

fight to the death, I will let them understand what regret means.”

“That’s right!”

Huang Yinyin raised her lips and said excitedly: “If they dare to mess around, I will

poison them all!”

“Ah this…”

Yin Tao’s expression froze, she was speechless.

This crazy girl can’t be judged by common sense at all, even people from Mu Palace

dared to poison her.

If you really want to go crazy, there is nothing you dare not do.

“Yinyin, your poison, you’d better use it with caution in the future.”

At this time, Lu Chen suddenly said earnestly: “I will not interfere with your decision,

but I hope that you will not lose your heart.”

He was just such an apprentice, so he naturally didn’t want to see him turn into a

murderous maniac.

“Okay, okay, I see.”

Huang Yinyin took Lu Chen’s arm and said coquettishly: “I will be careful in the future,

and I will never kill innocent people randomly, I can send four!”



“As long as you understand.”

Lu Chen smiled slightly and looked sideways at Yin Tao: “Miss Yin, this is my

apprentice. She needs to order some Jade Dew Cream. Can you give me a discount?”

“What you’re saying is obvious. We’re all one family. Let alone discounts, it’s free.” Yin

Tao was very generous.

“Hehe…Thank you, beautiful sister!” Huang Yinyin’s eyes lit up and she immediately

cheered.

Chapter 1513

“Ding ding ding…”

The phone rang, and Chase Lu answered it. It was Long Xiuxian’s call.

“My lord, I’m at the entrance of Yin’s Medicine, and I have something very important to

report, can I have an interview?” Long Xiuxian said straight to the point.

“Okay, I’ll come out right away.”

Lu Chen nodded, didn’t say much, and hung up the phone directly.

“Miss Yin, take Yinyin around, I have something urgent to do.”

After Lu Chen said hello, he immediately walked out of the company.

He only asked Long Xiuxian to do two things, one is to find the elixir to cure the disease,

and the other is to investigate the truth ten years ago.

No matter what it is, it is very important to him.
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Walking out of the gate, Chase Lu saw a very ordinary black car parked across the street

from a distance.

The car window was lowered, Long Xiuxian showed half of his face, and raised his hand

to Lu Chen.

Lu Chen glanced around and found that no one was paying attention, then he got into the

car.

The windows were raised, the vehicle started, and began to move forward at a constant

speed.

“Master Long, what kind of news do you have for asking me to meet so urgently?” Lu

Chen was the first to speak.

“Young prince, I have already inquired about the whereabouts of Bing Xinlian and

Golden Marrow Jade, but it is a bit difficult to get them.” Long Xiuxian did not sell out.

“Oh?” Lu Chen raised his eyebrows slightly, a little strange: “With Master Long’s

connections, can’t he even get two elixirs?”

“If it is in the hands of ordinary dignitaries, I will naturally offer it with both hands, and I

don’t need the little prince to bother; but unfortunately, the location of these two elixir is

not a place where I can easily set foot.” Long Xiuxian looked serious.

“What is it about this place that makes Master Long so fearful?” Lu Chen became even

more curious.

“To be honest, the golden marrow jade you want is now in the Mu Palace, and it is also

Mu Guanyu’s personal item. This treasure can be used to increase the speed of



cultivation, so Mu Guanyu has always carefully treasured it, and no one can touch it.”

Long Xiuxian explained.

“Mu Guanyu? Why does it sound familiar?” Lu Chen squinted in thought.

“Mu Guanyu is the genius of Prince Mu’s palace, and one of the four young masters of

Yanjing. He is as famous as Zhao Wuji. He is gifted, powerful, and has great military

achievements. Now he is the jade-faced war god respected by everyone in the Dragon

Kingdom!” Long Xiu! Xian looked serious.

There are five gods of war in the Dragon Kingdom, each guarding one side.

Among them, Zhao Hongying, the Goddess of War, is the most famous.

The jade-faced war god Mu Guanyu is said to be the most powerful.

In his early thirties, he is already a veteran on the battlefield. He has fought for more than

ten years in his life and has fought hundreds of battles, large and small, without ever

losing.

Tens of thousands of enemies died at his hands, a real enemy of ten thousand people on

the battlefield!

His achievements and achievements are unparalleled among the younger generation.

Only the twin stars of the Zhao family can barely hold back their limelight.

“The genius of Prince Mu’s palace? One of the four young masters of Yanjing?”

Lu Chen squinted his eyes and pondered for a few seconds, then suddenly said: “Oh… I

remember! Isn’t Mu Guanyu the guy who challenged me publicly back then, but was

beaten by me with three moves?”



“…”

The corners of Long Xiuxian’s mouth twitched and he was speechless for a moment.

Invisible pretense is the most deadly.

He almost forgot that the man in front of him was Qilinzi, who swept the entire Yanjing

young talent list back then.

A monster among monsters, an unrivaled existence.

“My young prince, things are different now. Mu Guanyu now is definitely not the stupid

young man he was ten years ago.”

Chapter 1514

Ten years have passed, and many things have changed. Without the training of the Lu
family, no matter how good Lu Chen is, his growth rate will be limited.

But people like Mu Guanyu are different. They enjoy top-level resources, top-level
training, and have gone through various special training and polishing.

It can be said that it is ahead of Chase Lu in all aspects.

Over time, this gap will become larger and larger.

Although Lu Chen can be called a genius now, compared with Mu Guanyu, he is still far
behind.

Ten years of waste, it is really hard to make up.

“I understand what you mean, but I don’t want to fight with Mu Guanyu. I just want the
golden marrow jade in his hand.” Lu Chen said calmly.



“My young prince, Mu Guanyu regards the golden marrow jade as a treasure. It would be
very difficult to get it from him.” Long Xiuxian shook his head.

He sent someone to check Mu Guanyu’s tone, but the other party only replied with one
word – get out!

“If you can’t ask for it, we can steal it.” Lu Chen rubbed his chin.

“ah?”

Long Xiuxian was startled: “Little prince, are you kidding me? Mu Guanyu’s strength is
unfathomable. Who can steal from him?”

“You don’t have to worry about it. Find someone to draw me a map of Prince Mu’s
Mansion, and I’ll find an opportunity to steal the things out.” Lu Chen said.

“Young prince, isn’t it too risky? If you are caught, your identity will be exposed soon,
and by then, countless people will want your life.” Long Xiuxian was sweating from
behind.

The Xiliang Palace is powerful and powerful, and its achievements are overwhelming.

For some people, it is a huge threat.

And Lu Chen, as the heir apparent of the Xiliang Palace, was naturally a thorn in the side
of these people.

The turmoil ten years ago is the best proof.

It is no exaggeration to say that as long as Lu Chen’s identity is exposed, there will be
many dangers and assassinations will continue!

“How can you get a tiger cub if you don’t enter the tiger’s den.”

Lu Chen said calmly: “If it is really exposed, I will never implicate the Long family. You
can rest assured on this.”

“Since the young prince insists on having his own way, I can only wish you good luck.”
Long Xiuxian breathed a sigh of relief.

As long as the Long family is not implicated, anything can be said.



“Oh, by the way, you only mentioned Golden Marrow Jade, so where is Bing Xinlian?”
Lu Chen asked.

“The location of Bing Xinlian is more fortified than Mu Wangfu.” Long Xiuxian said
mysteriously: “According to the information I got, it should be hidden in the Forbidden
City.”

“The Forbidden City is so big, where exactly is it?” Lu Chen asked.

“It’s most likely…in the treasury!” Long Xiuxian lowered his voice.

“Treasury?” Lu Chen frowned slightly: “It is indeed more difficult than Prince Mu’s
Palace.”

“Little prince, in your capacity, you must never enter the Forbidden City. There are
hidden dragons and crouching tigers. Once you are discovered, you may not be able to
get out!” Long Xiuxian warned.

“It seems that we can only find someone to help.” Lu Chen narrowed his eyes.

It is indeed dangerous to break into the Forbidden City without knowing the truth.

After all, in addition to the top master in the Forbidden City, there are also several
mysterious figures hidden in the Forbidden City whose origins even the Prince of Xiliang
cannot investigate.

“Who does the young prince plan to find?” Long Xiuxian asked curiously.

“Master Long, are you sure you want to ask this? If you are really willing to wade into
this muddy water, I can tell you.” Lu Chen smiled half-heartedly.

“No, no, no…it’s better that I don’t know anything.” Long Xiuxian was so frightened that
he waved his hands repeatedly.

In the eyes of outsiders, he occupies a high position and has great power.

But to the really big guys, he was just a poor pawn.

To say give up is to give up.



Chapter 1515

“Master Long is so cautious, it’s no wonder he can be like a fish in water in the

officialdom.” Lu Chen joked with a smile.

“My lord, don’t make fun of me. My head is hanging on my belt, and my life will be in

danger at any moment.” Long Xiuxian didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.

If outsiders know, he will help the Xiliang Palace to do things.

In the worst case, he was dismissed from his post, and in the worst case, his home was

ransacked.

But no matter what the result is, it is a dead end for him.

He has been in the court for many years and offended many people. If he loses his power,

many people will be thrown into trouble.

“Master Long, if this happens, I owe your Long family a favor. If there is any trouble in

the future, I will do my best to help.” Lu Chen gave a guarantee.

“Then thank you, little prince!” Long Xiuxian’s expression brightened.

I thought to myself that I finally got back to my roots.

If he could get the support of Xiliang Palace, even if something happened, he would have

a way out.

“Lord Long, the map of Prince Mu’s Mansion needs to be done as soon as possible. I

don’t have much time,” Lu Chen reminded.



“Don’t worry, little prince, I will definitely deliver it to the mansion before dark today.”

Long Xiuxian promised.

“Oh, by the way, is Mu Guanyu in Yanjing?” Lu Chen asked again.

“Prince Mu’s birthday will come in a few days, he should come back.” Long Xiuxian

said.

“Very good, I want a detailed profile of Mu Guanyu, about his hobbies, personal habits,

and special abilities, all must be clear.” Lu Chen said.

“No problem.” Long Xiuxian nodded.

“Okay, that’s it for now, I’ll contact you again if I need anything.”

Lu Chen raised his hand to signal the driver to stop, then hailed a taxi on the side of the

road and drove in the direction of Yin’s Medicine.

On the way back, Lu Chen dialed an unfamiliar number.

After a while, the call was finally connected, and a woman’s voice quickly came: “Who

are you?”

“Lu Changge.” Lu Chen replied.

“It turned out to be you.” The woman’s voice rose slightly: “I heard Wei Anshun say that

you are still alive, and I still couldn’t believe it. I didn’t expect it to be true. You survived

such a serious injury. big.”

“I’m calling you, not to catch up with you, but to ask for your help.” Lu Chen said

calmly.



“Help? I’ve said something ugly before. If it happened ten years ago, forgive me for not

being able to help. Although your mother helped me, it doesn’t mean that I have to

sacrifice my life for you.” The woman was very straightforward.

“Don’t worry, it has nothing to do with what happened ten years ago. I just need you to

go to the treasury and get a medicine back for me.” Lu Chen said.

“Oh? What medicine?” The woman was curious.

“Bing Xinlian.” Lu Chen said.

“This is not a problem.” The woman changed the subject: “But, are you sure you want to

do this? I only owe your family a favor. If I help you this time, there will be no next time.

Use my favor for a medicine. Do you think it’s worth it?”

“Of course it’s worth it. I need medicine to save my life.” Lu Chen said.

“Okay, since you have made a decision, then I won’t say much. Tomorrow, I will send

someone to deliver the elixir to you, just provide an address,” the woman said.

“The address is in the Emperor Building. When your people arrive, just give me a call.”

Lu Chen said.

“Okay, then it’s settled, I wish you good luck.” After saying that, the woman hung up the

phone.

Chase Lu put back his phone and meditated secretly.

Bing Xinlian’s matter, with that woman’s help, shouldn’t be a problem.

Now, the most important thing is the golden pith jade.



The Mu Palace is heavily guarded, and the success rate of sneaking into it to steal things

is very low, and it is easy to scare the snake.

The best choice is to sneak in openly and aboveboard in the name of celebrating Lord

Mu’s birthday.

Then he approached Mu Guanyu quietly, waiting for an opportunity to steal the golden

marrow jade.

There must be a lot of people on the day of the birthday banquet, even if something is

lost, it will not be suspected of him.

Chapter 1516

Of course, to be on the safe side, someone needs to help with this.

…

In a flash, three days passed.

In these three days, Yin’s medicine became more and more famous, and countless people
came to ask for medicine every day.

Before, there were some people who were ready to see Yin’s Medicine’s joke, thinking
that anyone who offended Prince Mu’s Mansion would definitely be in trouble.

As a result, three days had passed, and there was no movement at Prince Mu’s Mansion.
Everything was calm.

Yin’s medicine is still developing normally, and it is making a lot of money every day.

It is worth mentioning that Jishi Hall has been rebuilt, and the next step is to decorate it.

Lu Chen is only responsible for paying, and everything is done by a professional team, so
there is no need to worry.



In addition, with the help of the person in the palace, Lu Chen had obtained Bing Xinlian,
and the process went very smoothly without any accidents.

Next, only the golden marrow jade is missing.

Regarding this, Lu Chen already had relevant plans and made preparations.

Three days later, in the inner city of Yanjing, the Mu Palace.

Early in the morning, Prince Mu’s Mansion was already decorated with lanterns and
colorful decorations, and was full of joy.

There were various gongs and drums, lion and dragon dances, and it was very lively.

Many dignitaries and dignitaries came to visit early.

Because today is Lord Mu’s fiftieth birthday.

As one of the three kings with different surnames, Prince Mu Mu Xuefeng, although not
as powerful as the King of Xiliang, has a reputation far and wide.

He was crowned king at the age of thirty-five, and was dismissed and returned to the
fields at thirty-six.

He was devoted to charity throughout his life, made many good connections, opened a
school, adopted orphans, and spent all his life savings on doing good deeds.

Looking at the entire Yanjing City, no matter whether it is an enemy or a friend, everyone
who mentions the name of Prince Mu will admire it from the bottom of their hearts.

A great chivalrous man serves the country and the people.

In his life, Prince Mu fully demonstrated what chivalry is.

The only pity is that although Prince Mu has many brothers and sisters, he has no heirs.

So far, I have been alone.

Perhaps it was a pity in this regard that Prince Mu adopted many adopted sons and
daughters, most of whom were very outstanding.



Among them, Mu Guanyu is the most outstanding.

In his early thirties, he has been named the Jade-faced God of War, with great military
exploits and awe in the world.

Compared to Prince Mu back then, it was even worse.

As time went by, more and more high-ranking officials and dignitaries came here to
congratulate Prince Mu on his birthday.

After Lu Chen and Huang Yinyin disguised themselves, they also sneaked into the
palace.

“Uncle, it’s so lively here. The people coming to the birthday banquet must be very rich,
right?” Huang Yinyin was very excited.

After the disguise, she looks more mature and ordinary today.

“Of course, the people who are eligible to be invited to the birthday banquet are either
high-ranking officials or extremely wealthy people. There is no ordinary person.” Lu
Chen replied.

“According to this, if I kidnap a few rich people and bring them back, wouldn’t I be able
to extort a lot of money?” Huang Yinyin looked around, as if looking for her prey.

“…”

Lu Chen’s eyes twitched and he immediately warned: “Yin Yin, you’d better not mess
around, we have to do business.”

“Hehe, you’re just kidding. I’m a good, law-abiding citizen. How could I do such a
thing?” Huang Yinyin laughed.

In my heart, I secretly underestimated him. Only fools would kidnap someone in public. I
usually do it secretly.

Chapter 1517

“Yin Yin, there are so many masters in the Mu Palace, and there will be a lot of big shots
coming in a while, so be careful not to reveal your identity.” Lu Chen warned with a
serious face.



Although both of them had changed their appearance and couldn’t see their original faces
clearly, there were many strange people in Prince Mu’s palace. If their identities were
discovered, it would be troublesome.

Especially Huang Yinyin, as a saint of the witchcraft sect, in the eyes of the court and
decent people, she is a virulent witch, and she can’t wait to get rid of her quickly.

So you have to be careful.

“Okay, okay, uncle, you’re not a child, so you know what to do. Don’t worry, I promise
not to cause you any trouble.”

Huang Yinyin’s eyes were rolling, her eyes were darting back and forth on various rich
people, and her saliva almost flowed out.

“Don’t worry, you idiot!”

Lu Chen hated the fact that iron could not become steel, so he hit Huang Yinyin on the
head hard with his knuckles.

If I had known better, I would not have brought people out. This little money-crazy man
looked at everyone as if they were looking at a walking money tree.

“Uncle! Look! It’s so lively there!”

At this time, Huang Yinyin seemed to have discovered something, and suddenly pointed
at the door.

Lu Chen followed the sound and saw a heavily armed elite guard walking in mightily.

The leader was a young man in his early thirties.

The man has sharp eyebrows and starry eyes, a stern face, a strong aura, and is full of
killing intent.

Especially the general’s uniform with gold trim adds to his majesty and heroism.

Wherever he passed, the crowd automatically moved out of the way, and everyone bowed
and saluted in awe.



“Who is this person? He actually dares to lead troops into Prince Mu’s Mansion? Isn’t he
too brave?”

“Brother, you haven’t just come to Yanjing, right? You don’t even know the famous
Jade-faced God of War?”

“What? He is the jade-faced war god Mu Guanyu? No wonder he looks so majestic!”

“…”

Everyone whispered and kept their eyes on each other.

There are many people who know Mu Guanyu, but very few have seen him.

Because Mu Guanyu spent most of his time guarding Eastern Xinjiang, he would only
return to Yanjing to visit his adoptive father during the holidays.

Today is Prince Mu’s birthday banquet. As his adopted son, Mu Guanyu will naturally
not be absent.

“I’m going to change clothes. You guys can carry the gifts I prepared for my adoptive
father into the hall first.”

After entering the gate, Mu Guanyu gave orders.

The personal guards under his command immediately carried an iron cage and went
straight to the living room.

The iron cage was covered with black cloth and it was difficult to see what was inside,
but Lu Chen could smell a hint of wild beast from afar.

“Uncle, there seems to be a wild beast in the cage.” Huang Yinyin also noticed something
strange.

“For the foster father’s birthday party, instead of giving gold, silver and jewelry, he gave
a wild beast. It’s a bit interesting.” Lu Chen smiled and looked at Mu Guanyu carefully.

Compared with ten years ago, the other party has indeed changed a lot. It would be
difficult to recognize him if he didn’t know his identity in advance.

“Uncle, is he our target?” Huang Yinyin also looked at him.



“Yes, it’s him. Let our people be prepared. The golden marrow jade is on this person’s
body, but it can’t be taken by force. It can only be stolen.” Lu Chen said in a low voice.

“no problem!”

Huang Yinyin took out her mobile phone and secretly sent a message.

“Um?”

At this time, Mu Guanyu seemed to notice something, and suddenly turned around.

His sharp eyes hit Lu Chen and the two of them accurately.

Lu Chen was quite surprised by this keen perception, but he remained calm on the
surface, pretending to be like an ordinary guest, and immediately bowed to salute.

“Kick, kick, kick…”

Mu Guanyu did not leave because of this, but walked straight to Lu Chen and the two of
them, and asked coldly: “What are your names?”

Chapter 1518

When he spoke, the personal guards around him had already surrounded Lu Chen and the

two of them.

A pair of eyes, staring eagerly.

“I’ve met the Lord God of War.”

Lu Chen lowered his head and replied: “Little man Chen Lu, this is my sister, Chen

Yinyin.”

“You look familiar. Have we met somewhere?” Mu Guanyu asked.

His eyes were as sharp as a knife, and he looked at Lu Chen up and down, as if he wanted

to see through him.



“Last year, when the God of War returned from victory, Prince Mu held a great banquet. I

was lucky enough to come to visit and witnessed the majesty of the God of War. I didn’t

expect that the God of War would still remember me. I am really flattered!” Lu Chen

pretended to be frightened. appearance.

This is half true and half false.

The real thing is that Mu Guanyu did win a big victory last year, and he also held a

celebration banquet and invited many guests.

Of course, Lu Chen naturally had no time to participate. These were all relevant

information provided by Long Xiuxian.

Just in case, he had memorized everything by heart, and now he just needed it.

“Yeah?”

Mu Guanyu narrowed her eyes slightly, still staring at Lu Chen. After a while, she finally

looked away: “It seems that I admitted my mistake.”

After saying that, he turned around and left without any hesitation.

“Uncle, it seems that this person is not simple.”

Looking at the background of Mu Guanyu leaving, Huang Yinyin’s face became a little

more serious.

Even from such a distance, one can detect evil eyes, and the sensitivity of his perception

is truly terrifying.

If the killer wanted to carry out a sneak attack, he would probably be killed in advance

before he could take action.



“Being able to become the God of War of the Dragon Kingdom is certainly not an

ordinary person. If you don’t have some skills, how can you be able to dominate the

battlefield for many years?” Lu Chen smiled lightly.

Mu Guanyu is said to be the strongest among the five war gods.

Before the fight, he couldn’t predict the opponent’s true strength.

Long Xiuxian was right before. Ten years later, Mu Guanyu is no longer what she used to

be.

And because he did not have the resources to support the Xiliang Palace, his cultivation

speed was greatly reduced.

Therefore, he does not have much advantage when facing similar geniuses.

“Uncle, do you want me to poison him unconscious, and then go steal the golden marrow

jade?” Huang Yinyin suggested.

“No, it’s too risky. Let’s just follow the plan.” Lu Chen refused.

Mu Guanyu’s strength is at least the beginning of Grandmaster Dzogchen.

When it reaches this level, it will undoubtedly be extremely difficult to poison it.

Moreover, the other party’s perception is too keen, and any abnormality will alert the

snake.

“Okay, I’ll listen to you.” Huang Yinyin didn’t force it.

Although Mu Guanyu is strong, he is not impossible to deal with using the methods of

the Witch Gu Sect.



“Come on, let’s go sit in the living room and watch what happens.”

Lu Chen smiled and led Huang Yinyin straight into the banquet hall.

At this moment, many dignitaries and dignitaries have gathered in the banquet hall, and

there is an endless stream of guests coming and going.

As soon as Lu Chen and Huang Yinyin entered the door, they saw several women coming

towards them.

One of the women, too engrossed in the chat, didn’t even look at the road and bumped

directly into Lu Chen’s chest.

The woman said “Ouch” and was so shocked that she took a few steps back and fell to

the ground, grinning in pain.

“Who is it? Who is so ignorant that he dares to bump into me? Is he dying?” The woman

who fell to the ground yelled.

Lu Chen took a closer look and couldn’t help but frown slightly.

It’s true that we met on a narrow road, and we met an acquaintance again.

The woman who was knocked down was none other than her ex-mother-in-law, Zhang

Cuihua!

Chapter 1519

Looking at the disgusting face of the past, Lu Chen frowned subconsciously.

He guessed that he might meet an acquaintance in Prince Mu’s Mansion, so he disguised
himself to avoid his identity being revealed.

It’s just that he didn’t expect to run into Zhang Cuihua and the others in this way.



What bad luck!

Fortunately, the other party couldn’t recognize him now, and with the mentality of
calming down, Lu Chen took the initiative to apologize: “Sorry, I didn’t pay attention just
now, are you not injured?”

“Hey! Blind your dog’s eyes!”

Zhang Cuihua patted her butt and stood up, shouting domineeringly: “Do you know who
I am? How dare you bump into me? I think you are tired of living!”

Now her identity is no longer what it used to be. Anyone who dares to offend her will be
seeking death.

“Hey! Did you just walk without eyes? You bumped into someone, and you blame us. It’s
really unreasonable!” Huang Yinyin sneered.

“Hey! Who do you think you are? How dare you point fingers at me?”

Zhang Cuihua glared, and became even more arrogant: “I order you to apologize to me
immediately, and then compensate me for mental damage, otherwise I will let you go
around without food!”

“Haha…are you scaring me? If we don’t apologize and compensate, what can you do?”
Huang Yinyin smiled half-heartedly.

“You little bitch! How dare you speak harshly in front of me? Do you know the
consequences?” Zhang Cuihua was furious.

“I advise you to admit your mistakes honestly and pay compensation, otherwise you will
be in great trouble soon!” At this time, Tan Hong who was standing beside said
arrogantly.

This is Prince Mu’s Mansion, their territory.

No matter who comes, they must obey their orders.

“Sorry, I was not careful just now. Please don’t hold it against me. I am willing to
compensate.” Lu Chen was neither humble nor overbearing.

In normal times, he would naturally not regress.



But business was important today, and he didn’t bother to bother. He just hoped to get rid
of this shrew as soon as possible.

“It’s useless for you to apologize, and her!”

Zhang Cuihua pointed at Huang Yinyin: “She just spoke rudely to me, she must give me
a satisfactory explanation!”

“Yin Yin, apologize to me.” Lu Chen winked.

“Okay, okay, I was wrong just now, I offended a few of you with my unscrupulous words,
I’m sorry.” Huang Yinyin reluctantly admitted her mistake.

“Hmph! I’m sorry and it’s over? What do you think of me?”

Zhang Cuihua held her head high and was unyielding: “Now, kneel down and apologize
to me immediately, and then slap yourself ten times, so that I will let you go!”

As soon as these words came out, Lu Chen couldn’t help frowning slightly.

This shrew is really making a fool of herself. Does she really think of herself as a noble?

“Hey, I’m warning you not to push yourself too far.” Huang Yinyin narrowed her eyes
slightly.

If the person in front of her doesn’t know how to praise, she doesn’t mind giving him a
lesson.

“Hmph! So what if you push yourself even further? I am a distinguished guest of Prince
Mu’s Mansion, and my daughter is Prince Mu’s adopted daughter. Why do you little
characters fight with me?!” Zhang Cuihua put her hands on her hips, looking arrogant
and arrogant.

The movements on both sides attracted the attention of many people.

Some dignitaries coming and going were pointing and talking.

“Madam, today is Prince Mu’s birthday party, and we don’t have any deep grudges. Why
don’t we turn our hostility into friendship? Don’t disturb Prince Mu’s elegance.” Lu Chen
still tried to persuade.



“Stop talking nonsense! Apologize when I ask you to apologize, otherwise don’t blame
me for getting angry!” Zhang Cuihua glared and shouted, completely ignoring the
occasion.

“If you insist on being unreasonable, then I have nothing to say. Right and wrong are all
public opinions. I don’t believe you. You dare to act wild in Prince Mu’s Mansion.” Lu
Chen said coldly.

He was tolerant enough and even bowed his head to admit his mistake.

Chapter 1520

As a result, the shrew in front of me didn’t know how to restrain herself at all and insisted
on making things worse.

At this point, he couldn’t bear it anymore.

“Okay! I think you won’t shed tears until you see the coffin!”

“Someone! Come quickly!”

“These two guys are causing trouble in Prince Mu’s Mansion, and they are also fighting
me. Arrest them immediately!”

Zhang Cuihua roared and screamed endlessly.

Following his order, a group of guards at the door immediately surrounded him.

Li Qingyao is now a celebrity in Prince Mu’s palace, and his mother Zhang Cuihua is
even regarded as a guest of honor. She has a high status and few people dare to offend
her.

“stop!”

Just when the two sides were about to start a fight, Li Qingyao suddenly walked in and
said in a deep voice: “What’s going on here? Why are you drawing your swords at each
other? Don’t you know what day it is today?!”

“Daughter, you came just in time!”



Seeing the visitor, Zhang Cuihua immediately started to complain: “These two guys just
deliberately provoked me and even hit me. They didn’t take Prince Mu’s house seriously
at all. You should arrest them quickly and don’t affect the prince’s birthday banquet.”

Confusing right and wrong, she is a professional.

“Who are you? How dare you make trouble in Prince Mu’s Mansion?”

Li Qingyao turned and looked at Lu Chen and Huang Yinyin, with a somewhat unhappy
look on his face.

“Ms. Li, it’s not us who are causing trouble, it’s your mother who is being unreasonable.”

Lu Chen said calmly: “The two of us came to congratulate Prince Mu on his birthday, but
as soon as we entered the door, we were bumped into by your mother. She asked us to
apologize and compensate. We have already apologized and were willing to compensate,
but she went even further. Not only Making us kneel down and asking us to slap
ourselves is too much.”

“Huh? Is there such a thing?” Li Qingyao frowned slightly and looked back at his mother.

“Daughter, don’t listen to his nonsense. He clearly bumped into me on purpose and
provoked me on purpose. Look at his appearance, it’s obvious that he is not a good
person!” Zhang Cuihua continued to act arrogant.

With the support of Prince Mu, she can say that even if it is black, it will be white.

“Miss Li, everyone here can clearly see what is right and what is wrong. As the saying
goes, justice is in the heart of the people. I believe that you, Prince Mu, are not bullying
others with your power.” Lu Chen said neither humble nor arrogant.

Hearing this, Li Qingyao frowned slightly.

The person in front of him was organized and calm, and he didn’t look like he was lying.

Combined with the expressions of the people around her, she has a high probability of
guessing whose fault it is.

After all, no one would be stupid enough to cause trouble in Prince Mu’s Mansion.



“Daughter! This kid is deceiving the public with his evil talk. He should be arrested
immediately and thrown into prison!” Zhang Cuihua shouted.

“Shut up!”

Li Qingyao glared and scolded: “Today is the birthday banquet of my adoptive father. All
the guests are high-ranking officials and nobles. Can you please stop messing around
here?!”

The reputation of Prince Mu’s Mansion spread far and wide, and everyone knew it.

If a bullying scandal breaks out on the day of Prince Mu’s birthday party, the impact will
be extremely bad.

“Why did I act so foolishly? It’s obviously this kid’s fault.” Zhang Cuihua looked a little
aggrieved.

But under his daughter’s stern eyes, his voice became smaller and smaller, and he became
more and more guilty.

“I don’t care whose fault it is, this matter ends here. If anyone dares to pester you again,
don’t blame me for being rude!” Li Qingyao said solemnly.

Although Zhang Cuihua was dissatisfied, she did not dare to refute.

Mother is more valuable than daughter, and she owes her current status to her daughter,
so naturally she does not dare to go against her wishes.


